Customer spotlight case study
Internal brand engagement programme and
Customer Experience/Employee Experience alignment

culture + performance

Cunard is a luxury, iconic brand
with a rich heritage spanning
nearly 180 years.
With 3 ships in the fleet, a new ship due to be
launched in 2022 and offices in the UK, US, Australia,
Germany and Japan, Cunard is made up of an
incredibly diverse workforce.
Global competitive pressures led Cunard to invest
in in-depth research into market trends and
customer profiles to really understand the changing
luxury sector.
This resulted in the development of a new brand
strategy and framework grounded in global
segmentation insight and supported by investment in
product. This new strategy is based upon celebrating
the freedom of travel, enabling guests to feel free,
special and inspired.
dragonfish continue to support Cunard to ensure
internal brand engagement is optimised – driving the
right behaviours to support the new strategy.

“With their uncompromising standards,
our guests are looking for something more
than material luxury. They are looking to
be emotionally rewarded and inspired with
unique experiences they can share.”
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Background and context
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Our challenge
“To engage diverse internal audiences with
a coherent, simple and motivating direction
for Cunard that will ensure optimum
delivery of the brand positioning.”
To grow belief, pride and emotion in the brand
	To help teams build knowledge of the
luxury market
	To improve employees’ understanding of
and connection with Cunard guests
	To embed brand values and service
behaviours into the everyday, ensuring they
are practical, actionable and real through a
revitalised White Star Service programme
	To involve all teams and channels
(end-to-end, ship and shore)
	To position change as an evolution not revolution,
whilst ensuring sufficient differentiation
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Research and alignment
The first step in our journey with Cunard involved
engaging and aligning their leadership with a vision
for successfully embedding their global research
outputs. This was achieved through an in-depth
discovery and immersion phase:
30+ senior leaders/key stakeholders engaged
	Facilitation and engagement at the
Cunard Global Leadership Forum event
	Onboard brand, team, customer and
service immersion
Data insight and analysis

This research phase was fundamental in the
development of key factors and principles
to support the development of an internal
engagement roadmap. These principles included:
Locally tailored, globally synchronised
	Focus on experiential and blended learning,
with a practical and pragmatic application
	Creating empowerment frameworks,
minimising rules
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The task
here
We We
arearehere

Phase 1
Leadership
Engagement
Engage and align Cunard
leadership with a vision for
the successful embedding of
Project Blue Riband Outputs

Strategic
Development
Recommend most effective
implementation approach for
Cunard based on engagement
with key stakeholders and the
leadership team

Defining Success
Define the key metrics and
success criteria for the
successful implementation and
embedding of the brand and
segmentation outputs

Phase 2

Phase 3

Roadmap
& Plans

Narrative
Development

Roadmap Delivery

Create a roadmap and
supporting plans for launching
and embedding the brand
framework and segmentation
outputs across the audiences

Create a strategic comms
narrative (one coherent story)
for embedding work including
business, customer, brand and
team perspectives

Supporting Tools

Creative
Interpretation

Develop a framework and
concepts for supporting tools
for embedding segmentation
insights and new brand
positioning

Business Case
Scoping and costing of
suggested tools and roadmap
for development & delivery
demonstrating ROI vs. agreed
success metrics

Develop options and a
preferred route for the creative
implementation of the brand
and segmentation outputs for
internal launch

Production
Design, write and produce all
materials required to deliver
agreed roadmap.

Teaser – excite
Launch – inspire and motivate
Tell the story of how this all fits
together, the case for change
Engagement with the brand framework
and best practice from other sectors
Use of storytelling and video to get
closer to the customers
Blended training delivery supported by
a range of on-the-job tools
Flagship engagement initiatives to
ensure momentum and visibility
Embed measurement, feedback and
evaluation tools/mechanisms
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Building the business case

Brand Engagement
Success Scorecard

Result

Guest

People

Metric

Definition
Knowledge – a participation metric
to identify the number of employees
engaged in deep dive & brand
master-classes
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Emotional Commitment – brand
engagement question on Employee
Survey (Oct) – benchmark set through
pulse survey (April)

% of guests completing an employee
recognition form

1

Recognition – a rise in guest
recognition of service

2

Mystery shopper rating/scores

2

3

% of returning customers and
frequency

Experience – mystery shopper to
observe behavioural change over time

3

Loyalty – a rise in the number of
customers returning to Cunard &
frequency

% of employees participating in brand
related training

2

% of employees responding positively
to a brand engagement question on
the employee survey

3

% reduction in attrition CCC

1

4

% increase in NPS/CSAT scores

1

% increase in revenue growth per
guest through the CCC

1

Selling More – CCC increase in new
customers

2

Cross-sell ratio

2

3

% incremental revenue onboard

Up-selling – increase in breadth
& quantity of products purchased
through the CCC

3

Upgrade – onboard upgrades and
additional purchases (excursions etc.)

LP - consider earlier yield & reduce
capacity discounting

We also supported Cunard with the development
of a business case for the internal brand
engagement programme to support internal
discussions and secure investment and resource.
We clearly articulated the ROI of our recommended
approach, tools and activities.

Status

1

1

	Direct link to sales/revenue performance
(i.e. direct sales, conversion)
	Synergy of use across internal and
external audiences
Longevity (ongoing use i.e. in L&D programmes)
In addition, we worked with senior stakeholders
to define and agree a success scorecard to
measure the success of the programme going
forward. This was based on the impact across
employees, the guest and revenue.

Case for culture change
Client alignment

Emotional commitment

Job satisfaction

Communication
Environment
Tools to succeed
Role clarity
Manager

Growth
Voice
Recognition
Trust
Team

Values
Vision
Brand understanding
Organisational purpose
Role purpose

Client empathy
Client first
Client knowledge
Client champions

Cost/Impact
Prioritisation Tool
L

M

H
Teaser Activity
Launch Event

Effectiveness

Team Deep Dive
Big Chat
Action Planning Tools
Cost

Performance

Brand alignment

M

Coaching Conversations
BM – Segmentation
BM – Luxury
BM - Destinations

L
Impact
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Cunard Maritime and Hotel Team

Key audiences

August

Focus

Leaders & Direct Reports

Once alignment with senior leadership had been
reached, around the principles for the internal brand
engagement programme, we worked with Cunard
to define and agree the audience segments.
This included fleet, head office functions, the Cunard
Contact Centre, international offices and trade.

September

Awareness

Understanding

Teaser

Tools:

Tools:

Experience zones in atrium including staging

How: A one hour deep dive session run by
managers with teams involving a visual brand
strategy conversation tool and strategic
narrative to ensure consistency of delivery and
brand immersion (from-to, brand proposition,
segmentation insights) and a new video ‘We
are Cunard’ (aligning guest and employee
experience). Run as a rolling session in communal
area. Run with new employees through manning
agents.

Brand hero video

Tools:

Posters

Impact presentations event in atrium by
inspirational team

Table toppers

Memento of the day
Manager’s Guide (see SMT & Ops briefing)

SMT & Ops

SMT & Ops
Multi-Brand Contact Centre Teams

How: A 1 hour coaching conversations workshop for managers supported by the tools

How: Delivered through Manning Agents, on-the-job training and elite
modules onboard

Tools:
Supporting presentation

Tools:

Workshop + coaching tools

Experiential, blended training content and delivery

Scenario based activity
Manager’s Guide (see SMT & Ops)

Reward and Recognition
Brand Masterclasses

Objective: To develop a reward and recognition programme that is aligned to the
brand values and desired service behaviours.

Team tool/workbook (Manning Agents)

How: Creating a Cunard Hero Network showcasing individual and team success
through storytelling.

1. Segmentation (x3 modules)

Supporting presentation

Objective: Bring the Cunard guests to life

Video

How: Bitesize segmentation workshops/e-learning with scenario based activities.

Manager’s Guide (see SMT & Ops briefing)

Tools:
Mobile App based recognition tool

Tools:

Rewards

Workshop toolkit

Service Hero posters / wall – showcasing success

- Supporting presentation
- Scenario based activities
- Guest infographics and ‘take-away’ cards

Brand Support

- Life-size personas (workshop > ship)

Recruitment and Induction

- Walk the floor tool
Manager’s Guide (see SMT & Ops briefing)

Objective: Values-led recruitment to attract and retain talent underpinned by a strong
compelling Employee Value Proposition

2. Luxury (x2 modules)
Objective: To ensure an understanding and appreciation of ‘what is luxury’

How: Employer Brand Project

How: A luxury workshop/e-learning incorporating guest videos and scenario activities.

Check-in Staff

3rd Party Concessions

Concessions

Concessions

Tools:

Tools:

Concessions

Recruitment marketing toolkit + website

Workshop toolkit

Induction process reviewed in line with new EVP + brand proposition

- Supporting presentation
- Scenario based activity

Signals of Change

- Luxury guest videos
- Luxury e-learning game

Other Multi-Brand Teams
(C-UK & International)

Objective: To identify a clear signal of change e.g. uniform

Manager’s Guide (see SMT & Ops briefing)

Ideas programme

3. Destinations (e-learning)
Objective: Bring destinations to life

Workspace Branding
Objective: Inspiring physical and experiential workspaces to bring the
guest and brand to behind the scenes onboard
How: Review and implement opportunities for environmental branding

How: A destinations e-learning module utilising gamification to increase employee understanding and appreciation
of key destinations and to use their knowledge to enrich guest conversation

Objective: To encourage engagement and value employee ideas and feedback onboard
as they are close to the guest.
How: A programme based upon ‘it’s the little things’

Tools:
Destinations video

Tools:

e-learning destinations game

Programme toolkit

Managers guide (see SMT & Ops briefing)

Mechanism for ideas (App)

White Star Service Development
Objective: Define, design, develop and embed a revitalised, end-to-end, global, and aspirational White Star Service for ship and shore

Trade

How: Establish a steering team to define ‘What is White Star Service’, the scope (both ship and shore),
fundamentals and implementation.

White Star Service Academy (off-ship)

Review of onboarding materials. Include brand
elements e.g. teasers, videos specifically
about brand positioning

In Plan

We then developed an embedding roadmap
detailing the journey we would take employees
on from initial awareness through to advocacy.
The roadmap was segmented by audience and
included communications to support the
various activities.

White Star Service Academy (on-ship)

Delivered through Manning Agents in Manila & Barcelona – content to be reviewed in line with WSS
development + general induction & brand immersion

Delivered through on-the-job training , elite modules & basics
(Food Safety & H&S)

Social e-learning platform available -gamification to support
Emotive

Inspirational

Motivational

Actionable

To: Purpose-led. An engaged, inspired and motivated
workforce living the brand – We are Cunard

Brand Engagement Roadmap
From: A wonderful and respectful heritage with
loyal guests and a need to remain relevant.
Timeline

2017

Focus

Exec & Senior Leaders

2018

Awareness
Leaders Roadmap and
Launch Briefings

Maritime & Hotel Team
(+ Concessions)

Audience

	The refresh of the White Star Service standards
and how these were embedded alongside the
internal brand engagement programme

Embedding > Advocacy
White Star Service Delivery
Objective: To ensure all training and development is delivered through a White Star
Service umbrella brand ensuring accreditation and clear pathways.

Objective: To encourage authentic brand & guest conversations by managers with teams

Delivered as elite one hour modules, e-learning or through Manning Agents

A1 Big Strategy Map

Manager’s Guide (see SMT & Ops)

Maritime & Hotel Teams

Commitment

Objective: To increase employee understanding
of the new brand positioning

How: A brand immersion launch day. This will
involve a presentation & rolling emotive ‘hero’
brand video. To include experiential zones feel special, free & inspired (e.g. wine tasting,
chocolates, etc. within communal areas)

Video

January 2018 – December 2018

Brand and Service Coaching Conversations

Deep Dive

Objective: An impactful and memorable launch
aimed at inspiring and motivating all.

How: A teaser campaign linked to the
brand strengths – feel free, special, inspired
supported by a video articulating pride for the
past and the passion for the future (need to
stay relevant)

Screen count down in communal areas
TV/Plasmas

Shore

Launch

Objective: Create a sense of excitement that
something new is coming.

Desk drop/cabins

Ship

October – December

Onboarding

The roadmap also detailed two further
workstreams which dragonfish supported
Cunard with, they were:

culture + performance

From: A wonderful and respectful heritage with loyal
guests and a need to remain relevant.
Timeline

Visibility at
Launch Event

Conversation

Understanding

Cunard Conversation

Action Planning Sessions
(with direct reports)

(Q&A sessions/live chat)

Embedding > Advocacy

Brand Fellowship Leadership Comms (monthly)
Teaser Activity

Brand and Service Coaching Conversations

Creating a sense
of excitement

Workshop with Managers/Team Leaders to encourage
brand and service coaching conversations

1. Segmentation

Increasing understanding through interactive
and brand immersion sessions

(+Check-in staff & Ports)

Workshops to bring our guests to life

Ideas Programme

3. Destinations

Launch Event

Social e-learning/gamification to
enhance destination knowledge

Impactful and memorable

Management:
SMT & Ops (Ship)
VPs, Directors & Senior Managers (Shore)

	A supporting guest segmentation and how this
was bought to life for individuals and teams

White Star Service
Emphasis

Management Team Briefings and Teaser/
Launch Webinar and Digital Guide

Visibility at
Launch Event

Team Deep Dive
Webinar and Digital Guide

Signals of Change

Brand Masterclasses
Webinar and Digital Guide

Management working group (monthly)
Objective: Define, design and develop a revitalised, end-to-end,
global and aspirational WSS for ship and shore.
Emotive

How: Use output from engagement sessions to build White Star Service vision.

Inspirational

Timeline

Motivational

Actionable

2017

2018

Advocacy

Team Deep Dive
Cunard
Conversation

Action Planning
Sessions

Coaching
Conversations

Launch Briefings

Brand engagement levels

Recruitment & Induction

2. Luxury
Workshops to understand luxury

Support Functions & International

Reward & Recognition

Brand Masterclasses

Team Deep Dive

Multi-Brand Contact Centre Teams

White Star Service Delivery

Launch Event
Webinar and
Digital Guide

Teaser Activity
Brand Masterclasses
1. Segmentation
2. Luxury
3. Destinations

Roadmap Briefings

White Star Service Delivery
Reward & Recognition
Recruitment & Induction
Ideas Programme
Signals of Change

Webinar and
Digital Guide

Webinar and
Digital Guide

Awareness
Management
Team Briefings

White Star Service Development

Delivery

To: Purpose-led. An engaged, inspired and motivated
workforce living the brand – We are Cunard.
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Strategic roadmap
development

Candidate experience
First impressions

STAGE 3

Growth (advancement & accomplishment)

STAGE 4

Engagement (emotional commitment)

Aligning Customer
Experience (CX) and
Employee Experience (EX)

Mapping the ‘as-is’ candidate and employee experience
Stage 2

First Impressions

STEPS

ONBOARDING

DOING

TOUCHPOINT

NEW TO SEA

DAY 1 (WEEK 1)
REJOINER

•
•
•
•

Through the Manning Agent
Paperwork (visa, medicals etc.)
Training
Travel Buddy

• Communications whilst
on leave
• Waiting for details of
next rotation (officers)

•
•
•
•
•

Paperwork/Phonecalls/Visits to MA
Visa application
Compliance calls and emails
Medicals
T&C on joining

• Email with details of next rotation
& joining instructions
• Phonecalls with MA/Rotations
• Further medicals

INDUCTION

PROBATIONARY PERIOD

• Turn up after longhaul flights and
5am start from Heathrow hotel
• Queue at terminal to complete forms
• Manager responsibility first few hours
• Safety day
• First shift

• H&S induction day 1 Theatre
• 1 week of inductions
• Cunard (2nd Night –
Dinner/Theatre as group)

• No probationary period,
the first tour is the
probationary period

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• H&S induction
• Induction Week
– Ship specific
– Brand specific
– Role specific

• Letter of next rotation

Sign-on forms
Safety tour
Uniform
Cabin/clean
H&S Induction
Commence shift
Handovers (officers)

In tandem to the brand engagement programme,
dragonfish also supported Cunard to better
understand the employee experience, both ship
and shore. We worked to align this to the new
Cunard customer experience, developed as part
of the brand refresh.

THINKING
AND FEELING
Confused, Frustrated and Disconnected
Nervous and Uncertain
Excited and Proud

PAIN POINTS AND GAPS

Ship readiness is all about compliance and not
welcoming about brands or support:
• Complexity of process and documentation
• Terminology
• Setting expectations e.g. lifeboats
• Inconsistent and contradictory comms from MAs

Unsupported, Uncertain
and Unsettled

Exhausted
Overwhelmed
‘sink or swim’ and confused

Anxious

Terrified

Rejoiner frustrations:
• MAs ability to handle paperwork
e.g. Visas
• Medicals – consistency in weight requirements +
level of medical e.g.
50 minute medical in Southampton,
3 day affair in Latvia

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

• Tour of guest areas on day 1 to feel excited about the ship
• Hotel in Southampton, spend a day there meeting
agent and resting
• Less paperwork and queueing – what can be done
in advance
• Some relaxation time on day 1
• Go back to WSS Academy training for week 1
• Buddy/support for day 1

Overwhelmed – few niceties

Queues
Paperwork – feels transactional
Travel policy
Language – passed test, putting into practice
Tiredness
Handover for officers

•
•
•
•
•

Frustrated and neglected

Content of induction very ‘dry’
H&S delivered on day 1 when tired
Rest of induction feels ‘ad hoc’
Little to induct into the ‘guest experience’
Little to get you ready for a ‘new way of life’

• Frustrated when don’t receive next rotation
until after leaving
• Left hanging around and unsure

	Employee experience mapping sessions, both
ship and shore, to plot the ‘as is’ experience and
identify gaps and opportunities

Travel arrangements:
• Multiple transfers
• Generated by computer based on cheapest, not best
for the individual

Induction to ‘life on board’
Induction to guest areas
Induction to wellbeing
Buddy/mentor programme
More bite-sized induction
What elements of the induction can be done
shoreside before joining
• Start the H&S induction at 3pm not 11am,
more fresh
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	Development of EX principles and signature
moments aligned to CX
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First impressions really do count, they ensure employees expectations
are managed, whilst creating a sense of occasion

	Identifying and prioritisation of opportunities to
dial-up the brand across the employee lifecycle
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A WARM WELCOME

• Receive next rotation details on tour
• End of tour progress discussion
• More celebratory
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Rejoiners:
• Maintain engagement with those
on the PWL
• Aim to send rotations prior to disembarking
• Visible and secure onward rotations (particularly
officer level)
• Use of automated comms
and messaging
• More flexible and adjustable
contract length
• More flexibility for partners/spouses

•
•
•
•
•
•

ONB

Onboarding portal with:
• Manage expectations, provide
a balanced view (+ through MAs)
• Brand videos

Life of board – cabins, food etc.
Day in the life
Joining & rejoining instructions
Travel information
Hints & tips
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Travel:
• Travel policy/improve logistics (flights/timetable with
the individual in mind, more personal)
• Support at Heathrow Airport –
‘lost crew before they arrive’
• Travel buddy programme across MAs
• Improve recovery when travel goes wrong – 24/7
support not just transactional but emotional too
• Badges/pins to identify CUK
employee travellers
• Make ‘new to sea’ feel special
• Accommodation in Southampton
• Simplify medical requirements

RE
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Employee Experience Map – Ship

STAGE 1
STAGE 2
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One key objective and deliverable outlined in the
roadmap was to successfully launch the evolution of
Cunard’s re-brand. This was communicated as “Our Next
Chapter” to all UK and global shoreside employees and
staff on ships. This was achieved in true Cunard style:
	Creative concepts and strategic
narrative development
Launch teaser campaign
	Reached circa 3,500 employees ship (across 3 ships)
and 1,200 employees shoreside
Fully immersive luxury cinema and theatre venues
Leadership-led sessions
	Interactive elements such as “Meet our Guests”
actors, competition, prizes and giveaways
	Creating a real moment in time to signal the change
as well as celebrate and reinforce pride in the brand
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Launch celebration
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Above all
I will:

We are Cunard
Refined, Thoughtful, Charismatic, Proud
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Interactive, inclusive and
experiential learning
Quickly following on from the launch events, every
employee of Cunard was invited to an Our Next
Chapter interactive session.
The objective of these sessions was to provide
employees and teams with the opportunity to
discuss the brand in more detail and specifically to
consider the values and behaviours and what they
mean in the everyday.
	A signature boxed Our Next Chapter book,
marking a moment in time and shift in emphasis
	An interactive board game to enable employees
to explore the values and behaviours through
real-life scenarios
	A commitment conversation and activity
	A participation certificate and gift

9
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Meet our guests
Our current and future guests are discerning in their tastes, seek luxury on their own terms, desire unique personal experiences, and value
the luxury of time and space. Our research has outlined four different groups of people who all share these similar attitudes:

Nightlife and showtime

Having fun

Evening activities, dancing
and shows etc.

Daytime activities and on-deck
games.

Spoiling yourself
Shopping and spa treatments.

Dining and drinking
Food and beverage.

Setting sail
Transfers to the ship, the
boarding process and setting off.
Having fun

Nautical but nice
Any element of the journey that
brings home the traditions and
special nature of life at sea.
Winner of scrabble!
Move forward 3 spaces

Enjoying yourself!
Go to ‘Nautical but nice’

Nightlife and showtime

Room service.
Go forward 2 spaces

Dining and drinking

Getting cosy

Guest thanks you.
Move forward 2 spaces

You need a pampering!
Move forward to
‘Spoiling yourself’

Spoiling yourself

Learning the ropes

Extended trip.
Go to ‘Going ashore’

Nautical but nice

Upgrade! Dine with the Captain.
Go to ‘Dining and drinking’

To sustain momentum around the new brand, we
developed a number of initiatives and activities to
bring the brand to life ensuring a coherent, consistent
and compelling narrative.
	Full guest segmentation guide development
and supporting masterclasses to increase guest
knowledge and train employees to apply the right
behaviours when serving them

Setting sail

Chilling out

You’re leading an excursion.
Move forward 3 spaces

Going ashore

Bon voyage

Cunarders

Cruisers wanting more

People who have sailed with
us before.

Regular cruise-goers who haven’t
chosen Cunard before.

Quiz Master
1. Ask this question: What signature experience, for this guest
journey stage, would you tell your guest about?
2. Now ask two more Quiz Master questions from the pile below:

Chilling out
Getting cosy

Relaxing, reading, sunbathing.

Excursions and activities ashore.

Learning the ropes

Target guests | Target Guest Guide | 4

Our guests

Writing Our Next Chapter 2019-2022

Our team
Our brand

From: Excited about Our Next Chapter with an
understanding of our brand too
Timeline

SMT

Jan

Feb

March

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Q4 Briefing
Values competition - Refined, Thoughtful,
Charismatic, Proud
Feel Special
focus days

Feel Free
focus days
Fleet

Feel Inspired
focus days

Celebrating our
ideas

Thoughtful little touches ideas programme

Cruisers
wanting more

Values in action
ceremony

Academy training modules linked to guest obsessed and product experts e.g. luxury training, emotional intelligence etc
Guest obsessed video
Feel Inspired
focus days

Feel Special
focus days

Recognition programme aligned to values and behaviours
with quarterly focus

Celebrating our
ideas

Thoughtful little touches ideas programme

Values in action
ceremony
Academy training shoreside linked to guest obsessed and product experts e.g. luxury training, emotional intelligence etc

Feel Free
focus days

3rd Parties

Feel Special
focus days

Feel Inspired
focus days

Celebrating
our ideas

Thoughtful little touches ideas programme
International Offices and
Recognition programme aligned to values and behaviours with quarterly focus
manning agents (TBC)

2021 focus = Final refinements

Multi Brand
Contact Centre
(CCO)

Segmentation masterclass 2 - application
Feel Free
focus days

2020 focus = Preparing for growth

Shore

Audiences and Activity

Cunard

2022 focus = A new era for Cunard

White Star Service training refresh

Seg. masterclass 1 - Understanding

Strategic narrative video

Previous cruising experience means that they will
compare us to the competition across a whole
range of factors.

Global forum
Values video

Connecting with
Our Next Chapter
communications
drumbeat

Crew feedback
survey/
interviews

Values video
Feel Free
content

Values video
Feel Special
content

Values video
Feel inspired
content

Ideas content
Values in action awards content

Bringing values to life in everyday - clothing messages / giveaways / enviro branding ongoing Next Chapter narrative and updates - bi-weekly channels
navigator (ship)

SMT dashboard

Insider (shore)

Manning agents update

SLT steering commitee

To: Deeper appreciation and exploration of our guests, brand
strengths and embedding our brand values into the everyday

Key

Cunarders

Cruisers wanting more

Holidays for this group are about experiencing the luxury they don’t have at home every day. Cruisers
consider themselves to be well-travelled. Most still have wanderlust, wanting to visit new destinations.
Opportunity to socialise with like-minded guests

with half still working
Top market segments breakdown

Star of the Year badge

Cruisers wanting more | Target Guest Guide | 9

Attitudes to travel
Where they are most likely to live in our key markets

Mid 50s
Star of the Month badge

Non-cruisers who would love us

Index - a score of 100 would be the average score across the general population

How old they are

Percentage of Cruisers in each market segment
that would be attracted to Cunard.

UK

US

• South East (15%)

• California (18%)

• North West (14%)

• Florida (14%)

• London (12%)

• New York (11%)

1

71% – Sociable indulgent saver (7)

2

68% – Indulgent deal seeker (2)

3

58% – Sophisticated high spender (9)

4

50% – Mainstream traditionalist (1)

1

68% – Social voyager

2

62% – Adventurous explorer

3

51% – Globetrotting learner

4

48% – Low key enrichment seeker

This compares the average income of
Cruisers wanting more in British pounds
(£ – as of March 2018) with the local
currency equivalent in brackets below.

Germany

Australia

• Nordrhein-Westfalen (23%)

• Melbourne (20%)

• Bayern (13%)

• Sydney (19%)

• Niedersachsen and
Baden Württemberg (9%)

• Rest of New South Wales (16%)

Size of opportunity
The number of people in this group who we can entice
to cruise with us.
UK

311,000

US

2,313,000

Germany 412,000
Australia 31,800

UK
(£51k)

US
($154k)

Cunarders

Germany
(€75k)

81%

55%

77%

54%

66%

Exploring somewhere new on holiday
78%

66%

60%

53%

58%

38%

UK data shown above. Similar trends shown in US market.

Average income

Key

Consider myself well-travelled

74%

Luxury I don’t experience at home

UK

US

Australia
($92K)

Cruisers wanting more

Non-cruisers who would love us

Index - a score of 100 would be the average score across the general population
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They are likely to be aware of Cunard, but may
be unsure as to our offer or may hold negative
misconceptions that we need to overturn.

Segmentation masterclass tools

TRADE

Cruisers wanting more

9

This group are experienced cruisers who have never
tried Cunard. They could be interested in our offer,
if we present it in the right way.

Values in action
ceremony

Narrative and strategic roadmap for 2019 - 2022

White Star Service badge

Cultured with a love for the outdoors

Academy training shoreside linked to guest obsessed and product experts e.g. luxury training, emotional intelligence etc

Bi weekly channels:

Overview

People from across all of the
previous groups, who want and
can afford the ultimate in luxury.

Orientation and information
on board.

Recognition programme aligned to values and behaviours with quarterly focus

Ongoing programme of activity in 2019 to sustain
momentum including a values video competition
to celebrate, showcase, and embed the refreshed
values and behaviours

Those who want
the very best

Experienced travellers who are
considering their first cruise
experience and might be interested
in Cunard.

See you
again soon!

Going ashore

Anything to do with relaxing
in your cabin.

Quiz cards

Non-cruisers who
would love us

Cruising and Cunard
On average, Cruisers book shorter trips than Cunarders and don’t book as early – though a high
proportion are still booked 6 months or more in advance.
63% of UK Cruisers have heard of Cunard, however, only 44% of US Cruisers know our brand.
This audience should love the Cunard experience. But at least one in three say they’ve heard of
Cunard but wouldn’t book with us. This means we have misconceptions to overcome.
In the US, Cruisers equate luxury with small ships, so we must argue the case for large ship luxury travel.
Booking lead time
(12+ months)
20% UK 17% US
of Cruisers
wanting more
book 12+ months
in advance.
28% UK 24% US
of Cunarders
book 12+ months
in advance.

Average nights spent
on the cruise
12

9

UK

US

15

11

UK

US

Most likely non-Cunard brand
to have cruised with
Rank

UK

USA

Germany

1

P&O

RCI

AIDA

Princess

2

RCI

CCL

TUI

P&O
Australia

3

Celebrity

Princess

MSC

RCI
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Australia

dragonfishuk.com

Embedding into
everyday decisions
and actions

dragonfishuk.com

Successes
Cunard Fleet eNPS scores have risen
21 points from February 2017 to
February 2018, indicating high internal
brand engagement levels on ships

	Commercial performance has been strong
across 2018, with leadership teams explicitly
making the connection between Cunard’s brand
strength and service performance as being
important contributors towards this success
NPS increased by 1 point on an already very 		
strong score over 2018
NPS increased by 6 points amongst highest 		
paying suite guests
For all guests, one of the main drivers of positive
feedback was the quality of service received
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To find out more about
dragonfish and our
award-winning work,
please contact us.

dragonfishuk.com
+44 (0)23 8082 8505

dragonfish is part of Lawton Communications Group –
a global, independent group of businesses founded in 1979.

